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Abstract 
 
The escalating requirements of current period internet applications make use of digital data in a bigger way 
which have urged for the advancement of new methods to protect the data. Present world’s realism has indicated 
that prevalent communication is not immune from interference and hostile attackers. Steganography has been 
acknowledged as a new alternative technique to put into effect the preservation of data. In modern times, 
resourceful techniques of audio steganography have been designed. Steganography is defined as the method of 
enclosing secret message in the cover signal in such a way so that the existence of secret message is not 
suspected. The attempt of steganographic system is to scrape together security and robustness to cover high rate 
of secret data. In this paper, we will review digital audio steganographic techniques, their usefulness and 
limitations to protect the passage of secret data and information. 
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1. Introduction:  
In current epoch of digital communication transfer of secret message is a contestable one concern. The emergent 
use of internet in the midst of public stacks has led the researchers to give thought towards the preservation of 
data. Three foremost methods being used for this purpose are cryptography, watermarking and steganography. 
Cryptography is the technique of depicting the content of data muddled to illicit people to make the message 
unintelligible. In watermarking scheme data is hidden to convey ownership and the copyright. Even though 
cryptography and watermarking techniques are significant for reinforcing security of data a finely tuned interest 

in exploring better of techniques has been the spotlight of enduring research .Steganography is the technique of 

concealing a secret message in cover object in such a way that the existence of secret message is not suspected 
[1]. The word steganography is a resultant from two Greek words: Stego (standing for cover) and graphy 
(standing for writing). The two collective words correspond to steganography, which means covert writing; it is 
the science of hiding written communications. Several steganography techniques were used to send message 
secretly during wars during the territories of enemies. The use of steganography reverse back to very old time 
where it was used by Romans and Egyptians [2] .One technique by the Greek historian Herodotus was to shave 
the head of a slave, tattoo the secret message on the slave’s scalp, and send him after his hair grew back. 
Another technique was to carve the secret message beneath the wax of a writing tablet. A third one is to use 
invisible ink to write secret messages within covert letters [3]. Steganography in present world’s computer period 
is measured as a regulation of data communication security realm. Recently new guidelines based on 
steganographic approaches started to come forward to make certain data secrecy. The principal goal of 
steganography is to consistently send hidden information secretly, not simply to vague its existence. The 
particular significance of hiding data in audio files results from the occurrence of audio signals in human society 
as information carriers.  
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                                               Figure 1: Principle of audio Steganography [21]

 
Practical steganography follow that the cover utilized to hide messages should not elevate notion to opponents. 
In actuality, the accessibility of audio files makes them suitable to transmit hidden information. Data hiding in 
audio files is not easy because of the sensitivity of the HAS [4]. Nevertheless, HAS at a halt tolerates common 

alterations in small disparity of ranges. For example, loud sounds tend to mask out quiet sounds. There are some 

kinds of the environmental distortions, to the point that they would be ignored by listeners in most of the cases. 
These properties have led researchers to investigate the consumption of audio signals as carriers to conceal 
secret data. In this review we surveyed the various audio steganographic techniques and disclose their 
advantages and disadvantages. 
 
2. Audio stegnograpy Techniques in Temporal Domain:      
             
2.1 Least Significant Bit Coding: It consists of substituting the least significant bit (LSB) of each sample of 
the cover audio signal with the secret data. The LSB scheme allows high embedding facility for data and is 
moderately easy to implement. Hiding data in LSBs of audio samples in time domain is one of the simplest 
algorithms enabling a high data rate of inserted information. Though, this technique suffers from low robustness 
to noise addition which reduces its security concert as it becomes susceptible to simple attacks [5]. Filtration, 
amplification, noise addition and compression of the stego-audio file will demolish the data. To advance the 
performance of LSB technique in opposition to noise and other attack some researchers proposed the method to 
increase the profundity of embedding from 4th to 6th and 8th layers of LSB without disturbing the perceptual 
quality of audio signal. Embedding data in higher layers somewhat increases the robustness as compared to the 
basic LSB scheme [6]. However, the competence of hiding data decreases as some of the samples have to be left 
unchanged to conserve the perceptual quality of the signal. 
 

 
 

 
Figure2: Least Significant Bit Coding [6]
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2.2 Echo Hiding: In echo hiding method an echo is introduced into the discrete audio signal in to embed the 
secret message. After the echo has been added to cover signal, the stego signal maintains the similar perceptual 
individuality. Data is hidden by varying three parameters of the host echo signal: the initial amplitude, the offset 
and the decay rate so that the echo is not audible [7].  If delay is up to 1 ms between the original audio signal and 
the introduced echo, the effect is impossible to tell apart. In addition to this, the values of amplitude and the 
decay rates could be set below the audible threshold of the human ear [8]. So data can be embedded without 
being vulnerable. On the contrary, the weakness of this method is the restraint of echo signal size which restricts 
its related application domains. To improve the shortcomings an echo hiding time spread technique was also 
proposed. This method spreads the secret message bits along with the whole signal and it recovers the secret 
data based on correlation at the receiver [9].  
 

 
 

Figure3: Echo hiding parameters [12] 

 
 
2.3 Hiding in Silent Intervals: A simple embedding method for secret data has been used to exploit the silence 
intervals in speech signal. At first, the silence intervals are deduced and then their respective lengths. These 
values are decreased by a value x where 0 < x < 2nbits, and n bits corresponds to number of bits needed to 
represent value from the message to hide. For the pulling out process x is evaluated as mod (New Interval 
Length, 2nbits). For example, if we want to hide the value 8 in a silence interval with length=109, we remove 9 
samples from this interval which makes the new interval length 100 samples. To extract the hidden data from 
this silent interval in the stego-signal, we compute mod (100, 9) = 8. Small silence intervals are left unchanged 
as they frequently occur in continuous sentences and changing them might have an effect on the quality of the 
speech [10]. This method has a good perceptual transparency but it is sensitive to compression attacks.  

 
2.4 Advantages and disadvantages of temporal domain techniques: 
  

1. LSB is the easiest and simplest way of hiding the information with a high data rate but it is easy to 
extract the information from it due to low robustness. 

2. Echo data hiding has robustness as it is pliant for data compression attacks but the embedding capacity 
is low. 

3. Hidings in silence intervals provide security but its capacity is also low. 
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3 Audio Steganography Techniques in Transform Domain:

3.1 Discrete wavelet transform: Wavelet domain is suitable for frequency investigation because of its multi-
resolution properties that provides way in to both most significant parts and details of spectrum. Wavelet 
domain techniques works with wavelet coefficients. The data can be secretly embedded into wavelet 
coefficients. By applying the inverse transforms, the stego signal can be reconstructed. It has many further 
alternatives techniques like embedding the secret information into least significant bits of wavelet coefficients 
and wavelet lifting transform is also being used. But these techniques suffer from lossy data retrieval [11]. 
 
3.2 Spread spectrum technique: Spread spectrum technique takes the advantage of HAS. It spreads the secret 
data throughout the frequency spectrum. This model is developed in the sphere of communication to guarantee 
the recovery of message signal transmitted over the noisy channel by   producing surplus copies of message 
signal. The data is multiplied by a pseudo-random sequence which is known to both sender and receiver. If 
noise distorts some of the data there will be still other copies of each data to recover the secret message. The 
fundamental spread spectrum technique is applied to conceal the secret message in wav and Mp3 signals. Other 
techniques were proposed to manage the distortion in stego audio files. In one such technique the spread 
spectrum is combined with phase shifting to increase the robustness of transmitted signal aligned with noise [13]. 
 
3.3 Phase shifting: Phase coding method is based on the actuality that the phase components are not audible to 
human as noise components. This method embeds the secret message bits in original speech signal as phase shift 
in the phase spectrum of the original speech signal [14]. On the other hand, to make firm inaudibility, the 
modification of phase components should be kept tiny. Among other data hiding techniques, phase coding 
method tolerates improved signal distortion. In some modified methods [15] data is embedded in phase 
components using an independent multi-band phase modulation. In this approach, imperceptible phase 
modifications are made using controlled phase alteration of the host audio. Quantization index modulation 
(QIM) method is applied on phase components, where phase value of a frequency bin is replaced by the nearby 
point to hide ‘0’ or x point to hide ‘1’. This method does not continue to exist low pass filtering. Here the secret 

message is inserted only at the phase vector of the first segment of signal .As a consequence an impostor can 

also introduce imperceptible frequency modulation and can demolish the used phase quantization scheme. 

 
 

 
 

Figure4: Phase shifting [12] 

 
3.4 Tone insertion: Tone insertion technique is based on the inaudibility of lower power tones in the existence 
of higher power tones. To embed one bit in an audio frame, this technique suggests a pair of tones which is 
generated at two selected frequencies f0 and f1. The power level of the two masked frequencies (pf 0 and pf 1) is 
set to a known ratio of the general power of each audio frame pi where: i = 1 up to n and n is the number of 
frames .By inserting tones at known frequencies and at low power level, the data can be embedded efficiently 
and can be recovered in same manner. Tone insertion technique can defy to attacks such as low-pass filtering 
and bit truncation. In adding up to little embedding capacity, embedded data could be maliciously extracted as 
inserted tones are easy to detect [16, 17]. 
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3.5 Cepstral domain: In Cepstral domain method the secret data is embedded in the cepstrum coefficients 
which can handle the signal processing attacks. The host signal is first converted into cepstral domain and after 
that data is embedded in chosen cepstrum coefficient by applying statistical manipulations. In this method, an 
embedding rate of 20 to 40 bps is achieved while ensuring robustness to common signal processing attacks. The 
cepstrum of two frequencies f1 and f2 in each frame are modified slightly to embed bit ’1’ or ’0’. For improved 
security of the embedded data, some researchers have suggested to embed data with different arbitrary 
frequency components at each frame [18]. 

 
3.6 Advantages and disadvantages of transform domain techniques: Hiding data in frequency domain as 
compared to temporal domain will give better results in terms of signal to noise ratio. The audio steganography 
techniques in the transform domain gain advantage from effect of frequency masking. The most of data hiding 
algorithms based on transform domain uses a perceptual model to discover the acceptable amount of embedded 
data to avoid stego signal distortion. 
 
1. Wavelet domain provides a higher embedding capacity but it suffers from lossy data retrieval. 
2. Phase coding methods provide robustness against the signal processing operations but it has lower capacity of      
embedding the data. 
3. Spread spectrum technique provides better robustness but it incorporates the noise in signal and is susceptible 
to time scale modifications. 
4. Tone insertion has the advantages of imperceptibility and camouflaging of secret message but it lacks 
transparency and secrecy. 
5. Cepstral method is able to defy the signal processing operations but it does not provide better 
imperceptibility. 
 
 
4. Related Work 
 
Nedeljko and Tapio proposed a method that will enable to embed data extending it from the fourth to sixth 
LSB layers with minimum distortions in two steps. Secret data is embedded in any higher LSB layer using novel 
LSB method in the first step and second step changes white noise properties by shaping the impulse noise which 
is caused by the embedding bit [12]. 
 
Ahmad Delforouzi and Mohammad Pooyan proposed an algorithm which embeds secret data in temporal 
domain. In this algorithm first embedding threshold in the time domain is estimated. Then this threshold is used 
for data concealment in the time domain. Drawback of audio steganography in temporal domain is even though 
it is easy to hide data; it lacks security as well as has less hiding capacity compared to hiding in wavelet domain 
[22]. 
 
Dora and Juan proposes a new scheme of data hiding which takes advantage of the masking property of the 
Human Auditory System (HAS) to hide a secret (speech) signal into a host (speech) signal. In embedding 
process, wavelet coefficients of the secret signal are sorted and embedded in the wavelet coefficients of the host 
signal. And their original positions are used as key. Delay is inserted in each cycle to achieve synchronization. 
This approach consumes more time; retrieved secret signal is not same as the original because there is error in 
reconstruction of host signal. Also as there is need to store the positions of frames in stego signal, it reduces the 
hiding capacity of the host signal [19]. 
 
S Nehete, et al. made a detailed comparison between DWT and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). The 
technique proposes for digital audio steganography with security. Security is provided using cryptography. The 
embedding algorithm proposed in the paper is explained below. First the signal is decomposed up to its third 
level. Then quantization is performed on decomposed signal. The secret data are then hidden in audio 
coefficients and stego audio signal is constructed. The characteristics of this method are imperceptibility, 
robustness, large payload. This techniques implemented in integer wavelet domain using quantization to reduce 
embedding error [23]. 
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Mansour Sheikhan, Kazem Asadollahi and Reza Shahnazi proposed improvement of embedding capacity 
and quality of DWT based audio steganography system in which information hiding in the least significant bits 
(LSBs) of wavelet coefficients and also direct message replacement in wavelet sub bands are performed. In this 
method, the host signal is segregated into several sub bands through discrete wavelet transform (DWT). Then, 
the given sub bands are compared with hearing threshold and the sub bands which have lower or equal energy 
compared to the mentioned hearing threshold are utilized for steganography. To retrieve steganography 
information, inverse wavelet transform is used. The experimental results show that we can reach an average 
hiding capacity of 34.5% over different music and speech signals [20]. 
 
David Wheeler, Daryl Johnson, Bo Yuan, Peter Lutz proposed Audio Steganography Using High Frequency 
Noise Introduction in which a new method of audio steganography that allows character data to be encoded into 
audio in a way that is indiscernible to prying third-parties. Unlike typical methods of audio steganography that 
propose storage by modifying the least significant bits or the phase of the audio data, this approach makes use of 
frequency ranges that are undetectable to the human ear. The method proposed provides for a reasonably high-
bandwidth and is resistant to common detection and prevention techniques [7]. 
 
Siwar Rekik, Driss Guerchi, Sid-Ahmed Selouani and Habib Hamam proposed a new method to secure 
speech communication using the discrete wavelet transforms (DWT) and the fast Fourier transform. In the first 
phase of the hiding technique, we separate the speech high-frequency components from the low-frequency 
components using the DWT. In the second phase, we exploit the low-pass spectral proprieties of the speech 
spectrum to hide another secret speech signal in the low-amplitude high-frequency regions of the cover speech 
signal. The proposed method allows hiding a large amount of secret information while rendering the 
steganalysis more complex. Experimental results prove the efficiency of the proposed hiding technique since the 
stego signals are perceptually indistinguishable from the equivalent cover signal, while being able to recover the 
secret speech message with slight degradation in the quality [24]. 
 
Sos S. Agaian, David Akopian and Sunil A. D’Souza proposed two algorithms in digital audio steganography 
using quantized frequency domain embedding and reversible integer transform. In the first algorithm classical 
unitary transforms are used with quantization in the transform domain to embed the secure data. The secure data 
is embedded in the transform domain coefficients. In the second algorithm a reversible integer transform is used 
to obtain the transform domain coefficients. In the integer domain looking on the binary representation of the 
integer coefficients and embedding the secure information as an extra bit introduce a capacity measure to select 
audio carriers that will introduce minimum distortion after embedding[25]. 
 
 
5. Applications of Audio Steganography: 

 Covert communication: Audio steganography is used to transmit secret messages and image in defense 
services as it prevents the data being susceptible to hostile attackers. It is also used in medical services to 
maintain the privacy of patient’s medical records. These systems embed the images in audio files that are sent to 
different recipients such as doctors or corresponding head. For improved security the messages are encrypted so 
that only intended receivers can extract the messages having the key [19]. In the extensive use of multi-media 
messages in present era the messages are also hidden in these multimedia messages. 
 
 Improved communication: Audio steganography is also used in speech communication to increase the 
intelligibility and quality of speech signal. Improved communication also aims for steganographic systems 
where hidden messages are sent over auditory channels. The data are pushed into live music and transmitted 
over an auditory channel. The transmitter in this case is a speaker, and the receiver is a microphone which is 
already present in abundant devices. This technique was used in a navigation system, where acoustic data is 
embedded into background music to specify the position of the receiver [20,]. 
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 Data storage: Digital data can be dependably stored in audio steganographic system. Another application of 
data storage using audio steganography is the use of subtitles in movies. By this bandwidth is preserved 
substantially. 
 
Conclusion: To bestow better security to digital data new steganographic techniques have been investigated by 
the researchers. The availability of audio signals in human society has made them an interesting choice for 
hiding secret information. The secret information in today’s reality needs to be protected from the malicious 
activities. In this review paper a study of digital audio steganography techniques is presented. We discussed the 
techniques in temporal domain and transform domain and also discussed their shortcoming and strengths. 
Temporal domain aims at increasing the embedding capacity while the transform domain technique exploits the 
masking properties to provide more robustness against hostile attacks. This study shows that transform domain 
is preferred over temporal domain in terms of higher embedding capacity, transparency, and undetectability. 
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